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A developer platform and marketplace 
to derive insights from geospatial data at scale 
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What is UP42?
UP42 Overview
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Founded and 100% owned by: Incubated and mentored by:

May 
2019

Company & Beta 
Launch

First 
Revenue

July 
2019

Commercial 
Launch

Sept 
2019

Catalog 
Search

Dec 
2020

1 Year Anniversary

May 
2020

45 people from 21 
countries based in Berlin

UP42 Overview
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What problem does UP42 solve?

It’s hard to integrate data sources.

Data Sources

It’s hard to develop processing 
algorithms.

Processing algorithms

It’s hard to set up a compute 
infrastructure.

Infrastructure

UP42 Overview
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DATA CUSTOMERPROCESSING

How do we solve it?
UP42 Overview
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Processing blocks
3rd party and/or custom

Workflows
Combination of blocks 
acting as a template for 
jobs. Jobs

Run separately and in parallel at scale. 

Results
The results of the jobs are 
valuable, domain specific 
insights.

3rd party and/or custom
Data blocks

How does it work?
UP42 Overview
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UP42 is paradigm shift in the industry
UP42 Overview
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Workflow Engine & Scalable Infrastructure

Process data at scale with confidence. Our platform ensures data and 
algorithm compatibility and our compute infrastructure scales up and down 
automatically.

Powerful Platform APIs and SDKs

Developers can access the full power and scalability of the UP42 platform 
and integrate directly into products or data analytics operations. The open 
source Python SDK includes many helper functions and supports Jupyter 
Notebooks integration.

Simple UI for Discovery & Rapid Prototyping

Anyone can search and preview data across multiple providers, order 
archive and tasked imagery, build data processing workflows and extract 
insights from the data at scale without needing to write a single line of code.

Open Marketplace of Geospatial Data & Algorithms

Users can discover and immediately access data and analytics from the 
industry's leading geospatial companies and pay only for what they use. 
Transparent, simple pricing. Partners accrue revenue share on every use of 
their block, no matter how small the individual transaction.
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Our marketplace has 25+ data blocks so far
UP42 Overview

Example Commercial data sources Example Open data sources
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Sample data
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Our marketplace has 50+ algorithms so far
UP42 Overview

Data preparation & 
pre-processing examples

Indices, bandmath & 
statistics examples

AI/ML based object detection & 
classification examples
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Easily click together workflows and 
run analytics at scale using our APIs

UP42 Overview

Data
349 Sentinel scenes
in parallel

Processing
5.9 TB of processed
tiled SAR data

Infrastructure
~870 VCPU Cores
~7TB of Memory

Performance
~60 minutes 
end to end
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Open-source data, processing & 
machine learning sample blocks 
to help developers get started 
quickly

UP42 on GitHub

Open source Python SDK 
supporting search, data access, 
workflow creation, data 
processing and visualization also 
in Jupyter Notebooks

Python SDK

Actively supporting 
● Hackathons                                    

e.g. ETH Zürich PolyHACK 
● Start-up Programs                        

e.g. Africa4Future with Airbus and 
GIZ

Hackathons & Start-up Programs

Strong emphasis on open-source and 
hackathons to build developer ecosystem

UP42 Overview
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20+
Partners

80+
Marketplace Blocks

9 months after 
commercial launch 
we have good 
traction

UP42 Overview

750+
Active Users

5,000+
Sign-ups
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1. Building eco-systems means collaboration
3 Lessons from Building a Geospatial Marketplace

Revenue share agreements and/or 
“pay for what you use” are often 
new business models for data 
owners.

Protecting existing business often 
conflicts with accepting these new 
ways of working.

New business models

Technical requirements to 
onboard onto a marketplace can 
vary.

Data owners are wary of spending 
resources on deploying to a new 
marketplace without knowing the 
ROI upfront or taking an upfront 
fee.

Integration costs

Data owners often want to be 
“exclusive” on marketplaces.

However, this is against a key 
principle and success factor of 
open marketplaces and 
ecosystems: Offer alternatives 
and let the customer decide

Co-existing with competitors

Getting data owners to take part in a marketplace often means taking them out of their comfort zones and 
challenging the established rules of business. This can take time and should not be underestimated.
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2. Data owners requirements are central
3 Lessons from Building a Geospatial Marketplace

Data owners need to have full 
control over how their products 
are presented in the marketplace.

This should include all metadata, 
technical data and use case 
descriptions.

Metadata & Marketing

Data owners need to be able to 
establish or at least have input 
into the end-user price on the 
marketplace.

Otherwise, the marketplace could 
become a channel that undercuts 
prices and erodes value over time.

End User Pricing

Data owners need to be able to 
propagate their own EULAs to the 
end user.

This is necessary to ensure that 
other channels, regulatory 
requirements, exclusive reseller 
agreements etc are all respected 
downstream.

End User License

A marketplace can only be successful in the long term if it gains the trust and confidence of its suppliers as a 
safe place to do business. This means that a marketplace must put a lot of control in the hands of data owners.
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3. Data platforms still need to mature
3 Lessons from Building a Geospatial Marketplace

For some data sources, e.g. 
Copernicus data, many different 
organisations have created partial 
copies of the data archive

This leads to duplication of large 
amounts of data with none 
providing full access to the whole 
archive at sufficient scale.

Fragmented & Incomplete

Not all data sources have 
adequate metadata or support 
standards for metadata catalogs.

Resolving this makes it much 
easier to “plug” into existing 
ecosystems & marketplaces.

Catalog & Search

Not all data sources support 
search, order and delivery via API.

APIs are the glue that hold 
ecosystems together, and we 
believe strongly that any data 
marketplace and data provider 
should treat developers as their 
main customer persona.

APIs

Data is still too fragmented, delivered using too many different formats and in many cases without a modern 
search and data delivery APIs
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